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Abstract. Morphological shared-weight neural networks previously
demonstrated performance superior to that of MACE filters and standard
shared-weight neural networks for target detection. Empirical analysis
showed that entropy measures of the morphological shared-weight net-
works were consistently higher than those of the standard shared-weight
neural networks. Based on this observation, an entropy maximization
term was added to the morphological shared-weight network objective
function. In this paper, target detection results are presented for morpho-
logical shared-weight networks trained with and without entropy terms.
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1 Introduction

Target detection is a difficult recognition problem, espe-
cially when targets are occluded. Matched filters and neural
networks are two approaches that have been studied for this
application. Previously, we have demonstrated the utility of
shared-weight networks for target detection.1–3

Standard shared-weight neural networks~SSNNs! were
popularized by Le Cun et al. at AT&T4,5 and were used to
perform handwritten-digit recognition. We performed ex-
periments that suggested that a modification of the SSNN
based on mathematical morphology, referred to as the mor-
phological shared-weight network~MSNN!, performed bet-
ter than the SSNN both in faster training in the case of digit
recognition and in faster training and better detection-
versus-false-alarm rates in the case of target detection.2,3

Shared-weight neural networks~standard or morphologi-
cal! learn feature extraction and classification simulta-
neously. Entropy has been proposed by several researchers
as a means of evaluating features. Empirical analysis of the
SSNNs and MSNNs developed for target detection re-
vealed that entropy measures based on the features learned
by these networks were much higher for the MSNN than
the SSNN. Based on this observation, we modified the
MSNN’s objective function to encourage higher entropy
measures. This paper discusses the modification.

First, we describe the structure of shared-weight neural
networks and the basic operations of mathematical mor-
phology. Second, we describe the data used in our experi-
ments. We then discuss the entropy measures of previous
networks and the modification of the MSNN training algo-
rithm. Finally, we present the experimental results.

2 Architecture of Shared-Weight Networks

A standard shared-weight network,W, is composed of
two cascaded subnetworks, called stages: a feature extrac-
tion stage F followed by a feedforward stageC, i.e.,
W5(F, C). ~See Fig. 1.! The feature extraction stageF
usually has a two-dimensional array for the input and has

local, translation-invariant connections. The layers in this
stage perform feature extraction by linear convolution of
their inputs with the kernels defined by the local connec-
tions. The nodes of the last feature extraction layer are the
inputs to C. A more precise description is given in the
following paragraph.

Let L1 ,...,L k denote the layers ofF ~not counting the
input layer!. Each layer is partitioned into subsets called
feature maps,L j5(M j 1 ,...,M jk j

). All feature maps in

layerL1 have a single kernel. Each feature map in a feature
extraction layerL j 11 with j >1 has one kernel for each
feature map in the previous feature extraction layerL j .
Every nodexM j i in a feature mapM j i has the same kernel.
Thus, the number of free parameters inM j i is equal to the
size of its kernel over its input plus the number of the nodes
in the feature map if there is one bias per node. Each node
in M j i is connected to a local region at a certain position in
the feature mapsM ( j 21)p , p51,...,k( j 21) , via the kernel.
The regions have the same shape for each node, but are
shifted. More precisely, suppose thatxM j i and yM j i are
nodes inM j i , and suppose thatxM j i is connected ton nodes
x1

M ( j 21)p,...,xn
M ( j 21)p in the feature mapM ( j 21)p . ThenyM j i

is also connected ton nodesy1
M ( j 21)p,...,yn

M ( j 21)p in the fea-
ture mapM ( j 21)p , and there is a translationh such that
xt

M ( j 21)p5yt
M ( j 21)p1h, t51,...,n. Furthermore, the weight

betweenxM j i andxk
M ( j 21)p is the same as that betweenyM j i

and yk
M ( j 21)p for k51,...,n. There may be downsampling.

For example, if the inputM ( j 21)p is 50350 and the down-
sampling rate isr 52 for both directions, then the feature
mapsM j 1 ,...,M jk j

are 25325. The translationh is given

by h5(xM j i 2yM j i )/r .
A shared-weight network~standard or morphological!

takes a gray-scale image, which might be a subimage of a
larger image, as input and producesn outputs. Each output
Oi represents the network confidence that the input image
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belongs to classi. During training in target detection, a
shared-weight network takes a subimage as input and pro-
duces two output values: target or no-target. For testing, the
network scans an entire input scene and generates an output
image, the detection plane. The values of the detection
plane are proportional to the outputs from the target class
node. Automatic target recognition systems require a point,
called the target aim point~TAP!, at which to aim. The
performance of a target detection network can be measured
by the location of the TAPs. In our experiments we used
the TAP selection algorithm that involved thresholding and
modified ultimate erosion~TMUE! described in Ref. 3.

The MSNN differs from the SSNN in the feature-map
nodes. In the SSNN, these nodes perform linear convolu-
tion followed by evaluation of a sigmoid function. In the
MSNN, they perform the gray-scale morphological hit-miss
transform.3

We provide brief definitions of gray-scale morphologi-
cal operations here. A full discussion can be found in Ref.
6. The basic morphological operations of erosion and dila-
tion of an imagef by a structuring element~SE! g are:

erosion: ~ f *g!~x!5min $ f ~z!2gx~z! : zPD@gx#%, ~1!

dilation: ~ f % g!~x!5max$ f ~z!2gx* ~z! : zPD@gx* #%,
~2!

wheregx(z)5g(z2x), g* (z)52g(2z), andD@g# is the
domain ofg. The gray-scale hit-miss transform, defined as

f ^ ~h,m!5~ f *h!2 f ~ % m* !, ~3!

measures how a shapeh fits underf using erosion and how
a shapem fits abovef using dilation.3 High values indicate
good fits~Fig. 2!. The hit-miss transform is independent of
shifting in gray scale, i.e.,

~ f 1l! ^ ~h,m!5 f ^ ~h,m!. ~4!

3 Experimental Data

We conducted two sets of experiments using two different
data sets. In the first set of experiments we used the data set
called the Blazer data set collected at Eglin Air Force Base.
It consists of 2563256 visible images of a parking lot filled
with vehicles. The objective is to detect a particular ve-
hicle, a Blazer, which appears in all the images. We used
36 images for training and 52 images for testing. The
Blazer appears nonoccluded in all the training images. In
the testing images the level of occlusion ranges from no
occlusion to complete occlusion. This data set is com-
pletely described in previous publications.1,3 Samples are
shown in Fig. 3.

In the second set of experiments we used the data set
called the MSTAR data set collected by the Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory and publicly released on CD-ROM by the
U.S. Air Force Wright Laboratory.7 The data are divided
into two separate sets: a target data set and a clutter data
set. The target data set consists of 1283128 synthetic ap-
erture radar~SAR! images of military objects—T72 tanks,
and BMP2 and BTR70 armored personnel carriers
~APCs!—divided into two subsets: training and testing. The
MSTAR data set contains three different T72s. In our ex-
periments we used the SAR images of the T72 tank with
serial number sn–s7. Samples are shown in Fig. 4. The
clutter data set consists of 100 SAR images of clutter
scenes collected at various rural and urban locations. The
images are of different sizes, but most of them are about
178431474.

The objective of this set of experiments is to detect T72
tanks in clutter scenes. We used 36 training T72 tank im-

Fig. 1 Architecture of shared-weight networks.
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Fig. 2 Example of a hit-miss transform.

Fig. 3 Sample (a) training and (b) testing images from the Blazer data set.

Fig. 4 Sample T72 tank images from the MSTAR data set.
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ages with 10-deg orientation increments for target training,
and we selected 10 5123512 subimages from the clutter-
scenes for background training. These background scenes
were selected to include different features~fields, trees,
shadows, houses, etc.! to represent the different rural and
urban backgrounds available in the MSTAR scenes. A
sample is shown in Fig. 5.

Because the MSTAR data set did not include scenes
with targets, we created 10 testing scenes by embedding
200 T72 testing tanks into clutter scenes. Each testing scene
contained 20 T72 tanks. The tanks were embedded inhard
positions, i.e., near tree shadows and behind trees; how-
ever, none of the tanks were occluded. Sample testing
scenes are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Sample MSTAR background scene used in training.

Fig. 6 Sample rural and urban testing scenes.
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4 Entropy of Existing Networks

Given a random process with outcomesX1 , X2 ,...,Xn and
their corresponding probabilitiesp1 , p2 ,...,pn , a measure
of information in these outcomes is given by Shannon’s
entropy, defined as

E52(
i 51

n

pi ln pi . ~5!

The function E has a maximum value of lnn when p1

5p25¯5pn , and a minimum value of zero whenpi51
andpj50 for j Þ i .

Entropy has been used to measure the quality of gener-
ated features.8–10 Features with higher entropy values are
favored over others. The rationale is that features with
higher entropy values are ‘‘smoother,’’ are ‘‘more prob-
able,’’ and ‘‘assume less’’ according to Shannon’s interpre-
tation of entropy as an information measure.9 The maxi-
mum entropy principle, stated briefly, is that when we
make inferences based on incomplete information, we
should draw them from the probability distribution that has
the maximum entropy permitted by the information we
have.

We define the entropy of a shared-weight network with
one feature extraction layer as a function of an input image.

We define it as the entropy of the normalized histogram of
all the values of the feature maps. The following paragraph
provides a precise definition.

Let W be a shared-weight network with one feature ex-
traction layer L containing k feature maps, L
5(M1 ,M2 ,...,M k). For a given input imageI , let M j (I ,y)
denote the output of thej ’ th feature map at positiony. Let
Lmin5minj,yM j (I ,y) and Lmax5maxj,yM j (I ,y). Let nbins

.0 be an integer that represents the number of bins in the
normalized feature histogram. Letd5(Lmax2Lmin)/nbins

and f i5u$M j (I ,y): j 51,...,k andLmin1(i21)d<M j (I ,y)
<Lmin1id%u, where u•u denotes set cardinality. Letpi

5 f i /( j 51
nbinsf j . ThenH5$p1 ,p2 ,...,pnbins

% is the normalized

frequency histogram of the values$M j (I ,y): j 51,...,k%.
The histogram values approximate the probability density
function of the feature values~Fig. 7!.

The entropy is then defined as

E52 (
i 51

nbins

pi lnpi . ~6!

Figure 8 shows the MSNN and SSNN entropy values for
sample training and testing images from the Blazer data set.

Fig. 7 Generation of a feature histogram.

Fig. 8 MSNN and SSNN entropy values for sample (a) training and (b) testing images from the Blazer
data set.
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As can be seen, features generated by the MSNN consis-
tently have higher entropy values than those generated by
the SSNN for both training and testing images. This implies
that the MSNN features carry more information than those
generated by the SSNN and may explain the better perfor-
mance of the MSNN in target detection.

5 Entropy Optimization

Since the MSNN outperformed the SSNN, and the MSNN
entropy values were consistently higher than those of the
SSNN, we hypothesize that higher entropy values imply
better performance. Based on this hypothesis, we added an
entropy maximization term to the original MSNN objective
function. The original MSNN objective function is the stan-
dard sum of squared errors, which measures how close the
network outputs are to the desired ones:

E15(
i 51

N

@di2 f ~xi !#
2, ~7!

whereN is the number of training samples,xi is the i ’ th
training sample,f (xi) is the network output for the sample
xi , anddi is the desired output forxi .

The added entropy maximization term is

E252(
i 51

N

(
j 51

nbins

pi j lnpi j 5(
i 51

N

Ei2 , ~8!

wherepi j is the j ’ th value of the feature histogram for the
i ’ th training sample. Thus, the new objective function to
minimize is

E5(
i 51

N H @di2 f ~xi !#
21l(

j 51

nbins

pi j lnpi j J 5E12lE2 , ~9!

where l is a coefficient that determines the tradeoff be-
tweenE1 andE2 .

6 Derivation of Learning Algorithm

In this section we first define the notation and node activa-
tion functions for the feature extraction stage of the MSNN;
then we provide the learning rules for the feature extraction
based on the entropy-modified objective function.

6.1 Notation

Here we define the notation and node activation functions
for the feature extraction stage of the MSNN. LetI denote
the input image, andty

h(x) @ ty
m(x)# the hit@miss# structuring

element weight connecting input nodex to feature-map
nodey.

The net input for the hit operation is defined as

nety
h5 min

xPD@ ty#

@ I ~x!2ty
h~x!#, ~10!

and the net input for the miss operation is defined as

nety
m5 max

xPD@ ty#

@ I ~x!2ty
m~x!#. ~11!

The output of nodey is defined as the hit-miss transform:

nety5nety
h2nety

m . ~12!

6.2 Learning Rule

The learning rules for the feature extraction weights of
MSNN are based on gradient descent. To use gradient de-
scent, we need to find]E/]ty

h5]E1 /]ty
h2l ]E2 /]ty

h and
]E/]ty

m5]E1 /]ty
m2l ]E2 /]ty

m . The derivatives]E1 /]ty
h

and]E1 /]ty
m are found in Ref. 3.

In the following paragraph we only provide the deriva-
tion of ]E2 /]ty

h , since ]E2 /]ty
m is similar. Since E2

5( i 51
N Ei2 , we derive ]Ei2 /]ty

h and set ]E2 /]ty
h

5( i 51
N ]Ei2 /]ty

h .

Let Si j 5pi j lnpij . Then

Ei252 (
j 51

nbins

pi j lnpi j 52 (
j 51

nbins

Si j . ~13!

For the hit template,

]Ei2

]ty
h 52 (

j 51

nbins ]Si j

]ty
h 52 (

j 51

nbins ]Si j

]pi j
•

]pi j

]ty
h

52 (
j 51

nbins F ~11 lnpi j !
]pi j

]ty
h G . ~14!

To find ]pi j /]ty
h5(]pi j /] nety) ] nety /]ty

h , we assume
that the features have a Gaussian distribution, so that the
j ’ th value of the normalized feature histogram can be com-
puted using a Gaussian function, i.e.,

pi j 5g~nety!5c
1

A2ps
e2~1/2!@~nety2m!/s#2

, ~15!

where netyPbinj of the feature histogram,m ands are the
average and standard deviation of feature values, respec-
tively, andc is a normalization factor so that( j 51

nbinspi j 51.
We find this assumption reasonable because feature histo-
gram plots for many sample training and testing images
from the Blazer data set had a Gaussian shape~Fig. 7!.

We take

]pi j

] nety
5 Hg8~nety!

0
if netyPbinj ,
otherwise, ~16!
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which makes

]Ei2

]ty
h 52~11 lnpi j !g8~nety!

] nety
]ty

h . ~17!

The expression for] nety /]ty
h is derived in Ref. 3.

7 Experimental Results

We conducted two sets of experiments. We used the Blazer
data set in the first set, and the MSTAR data set in the
second. The following subsections describe the results.

7.1 Experiments on the Blazer Data Set

Five MSNN pairs were trained using the 36 training images
of the Blazer data set. The first MSNN of each pair was
trained with the added entropy maximization term, and the
second was trained without it. We used five MSNN pairs to
obtain a more accurate comparison and to reduce statistical
errors. Each network pair was initialized with the same
random weights and used the same training parameters, i.e.,

learning rate and momentum. All networks took about the
same number of epochs to train~about 790 epochs! and
attained similar RMS errors when fully trained. All net-
works took a 76346 image as input and had one feature-
extraction layer with two feature maps. The downsampling
rate from the input image to the feature layer was 2, i.e.,
each feature map had a size of 38323. The sizes of the
hit-miss kernels of both feature maps were 535. The feed-
forward stages of the networks were composed of one hid-
den layer with three nodes and one output layer with two
nodes. This network architecture was chosen because it
produced the best results for thenon-entropy-trained
MSNN among various configurations we experimented
with.

We tested the performance of these networks on the 52
testing images of the Blazer data set. Table 1 gives a sum-
mary of the results. As can be seen, the entropy-trained
MSNNs detected more Blazers and had, in general, fewer
false alarms. Figure 9~a! shows an example where an
entropy-trained MSNN detected the Blazer even though it

Fig. 9 Sample output planes for (a) a correct detection and (b) a false alarm. The upper left quadrant
is the input image, the lower left quadrant is the output plane of the network, the lower right quadrant
is the result of the TAP selection algorithm, and the upper right quadrant is a superposition of the TAP
squares on the input image.

Table 1 Performance of the entropy-trained and non-entropy-trained MSNNs on the Blazer data set.

Network
pair no.

Entropy-trained MSNN Non-entropy-trained MSNN

Detections False Alarms l Detections False Alarms

1 30 25 0.1 26 31

2 36 20 0.01 35 26

3 34 22 0.0001 29 23

4 32 23 0.0001 30 22

5 36 26 0.0001 35 24

Average 33.6 23.2 — 31 25.2
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was half occluded. Figure 9~b! shows an example where the
same network produced a false alarm. Notice that in this
example the Blazer is hardly visible~parked behind the
white van in the middle of the image!. The white boxes
indicate the positions of the TAPs.

For comparison, we calculated the entropy values for the
features generated by one entropy-trained and one non-
entropy-trained MSNN for all training and testing images
of the Blazer data set. Entropy values for sample training
images are plotted in Fig. 10. Except for three training im-
ages and one testing image, the features generated by the
entropy-trained MSNN had higher entropy values. This
suggests that features generated by entropy-trained MSNNs
carry more information than those generated by non-
entropy-trained MSNNs and may explain the better perfor-
mance of the former.

7.2 Experiments on the MSTAR Data Set

We tried two different network structures. The feature ex-
traction stage of the first structure consisted of a 100
3100 input and a single feature extraction layer with four
feature maps. The downsampling rate from the input to the
feature layer was 4, i.e., each feature map had a size of
25325. The sizes of the hit-miss structuring elements were
535, 535, 333, and 333. The feedforward stage had
two hidden layers with two and three hidden units and a
two-unit output layer. This network structure was chosen
because it produced the best results for the non-entropy-
trained MSNN among various configurations we experi-
mented with. The second structure we tried was the same as
the first except that the downsampling rate from the input to
the feature layer was 2, i.e., each feature map had a size of
50350. We tried this second structure to see the effect of
the added entropy maximization term on the MSNN perfor-
mance using a ‘‘neutral’’ structure. We also wanted to see
the effect of a more complex structure on the MSNN per-
formance.

For each network structure we trained five MSNN pairs.
The first MSNNs of the pairs were trained with the added
entropy maximization term, and the second MSNNs were
trained without it. We used five pairs for each structure to
obtain a more accurate comparison and to reduce statistical
errors. The MSNNs of each pair were initialized with the
same set of weights. All networks were trained for 500

epochs and used the same learning rate of 0.001 and the
same momentum of 0.8.

The MSNNs were tested using all 10 testing scenes. Fig-
ure 11 shows the detection output produced by an entropy-
trained MSNN on testing scene 1, and Fig. 12 shows the
output of a non-entropy-trained MSNN on the same scene.
In both figures, the upper left quadrant is the input image,
the lower left quadrant is the output plane of the network,
the lower right quadrant is the result of the TAP selection
algorithm, where the smallT’s indicate the positions of the
detected targets, and the upper right quadrant is a superpo-
sition of the TAP squares on the input image.

Figure 13 shows the average number of detections per
scene achieved by the entropy-trained and non-entropy-
trained MSNNs using different threshold values in the TAP
selection algorithm for the first and second structures. Fig-
ure 14 shows the average number of false alarms per scene
for the first and second structures. Figure 15 shows the
relationship between the average number of detections per
scene and the average number of false alarms per scene for
the first and second structures.

As can be seen from Figs. 13–15, the entropy-trained
MSNNs of the first structure performed almost the same as
the non-entropy-trained MSNNs. However, the entropy-
trained MSNNs of the second structure produced more de-
tections and less false alarms than the non-entropy-trained
MSNNs.

The first structure we tried was the one that allowed the
best detection results for the non-entropy-trained MSNN.
The addition of the entropy maximization term to the ob-
jective function did not help the performance of the MSNN,
nor did it hurt it. This structure can be viewed as the least
complex structure that is able to solve the problem. The
entropy maximization of the MSNN can be seen as a regu-
larization problem where the entropy maximization term
added to the objective function plays the rule of a stabilizer.
It has been shown in previous publications that regulariza-
tion techniques would have little or no effect on the least
complex system that can solve a problem. The second
structure we tried was not the most efficient, and hence the
effect of the entropy maximization technique was visible in
there being more detections and less false alarms.

Fig. 10 Entropy values for sample training images from the Blazer data set using an entropy-trained
and a non-entropy-trained MSNN.
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Fig. 11 Detection output of an entropy-trained MSNN on scene 1 (15 detections and 2 false alarms).

Fig. 12 Detection output of a non-entropy-trained MSNN on scene 1 (9 detections and 0 false alarms).
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Fig. 13 Average number of detections per scene versus thresholds for entropy-trained and non-
entropy-trained MSNNs: (a) first structure, (b) second structure.

Fig. 14 Average number of false alarms per scene versus thresholds for entropy-trained and non-
entropy-trained MSNNs: (a) first structure, (b) second structure.

Fig. 15 Average number of detections per scene versus average number of false alarms per scene for
entropy-trained and non-entropy-trained MSNNs: (a) first structure, (b) second structure.
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8 Conclusion

We derived a new learning rule for MSNN based on an
entropy-maximization objective function. We compared the
performance of entropy-trained and non-entropy-trained
MSNNs at detection problems using two different data sets.

In the experiments using the Blazer data set, the
entropy-trained MSNNs detected more targets and pro-
duced, on average, less false alarms than the non-entropy-
trained MSNNs. The features generated by the entropy-
trained MSNNs seem to carry more information and hence
may explain the better detection rates. In the experiments
using the MSTAR data set, the entropy-trained MSNNs
produced more detections and less false alarms than the
non-entropy-trained MSNNs when the network structure
was not the least complex to solve the problem. However,
when the structure was optimized for the non-entropy-
trained MSNN, the entropy-maximization technique did
neither improve or hurt the performance of the MSNN.

The MSNN was reasonably fast at scanning input
scenes. Implemented on a DEC workstation, it took the
MSNN about 0.3 s to scan a 2563256 Blazer scene and 23
s to scan a 178431474 MSTAR scene.

Future work includes investigating the existence of an
optimal value ofl and the implementation of the MSNN on
a parallel computer for real-time detection. We are also
looking into the application of the entropy maximization
approach to the SSNN. Since the feature entropy values for
the non-entropy-trained MSNN were already near the high-
est possible value~ln 100'4.605 for nbins5100!, the op-
portunity for improvement was somehow limited. In con-
trast, the SSNN entropy values were low and the
opportunity for improvement is large~Fig. 8!.
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